Abstract. In this work we assume that uncertainty is a multifaceted concept and present a system for automated reasoning with multiple representations of uncertainty. We present a case study on developing a computational language for reasoning with uncertainty, starting with a semantically sound and computationally tractable language and gradually extending it with specialised syntactic constructs to represent measures of uncertainty, preserving its unambiguous semantic characterisation and computability properties. Our initial language is the language of normal clauses with SLDNF as the inference rule, and we select three speci c facets of uncertainty for our study: vagueness, statistics and degrees of belief. The resulting language is semantically sound and computationally trac- 
Introduction
When reasoning we frequently use uncertain information, i.e. information that is incomplete, vague, only partially reliable or based on statistical associations. Hence, when building automated reasoning systems we frequently need tools and mechanisms to represent uncertainty.
In this work we present a system for automated reasoning with multiple representations of uncertainty: uncertainty is a multifaceted concept, and because of this there are several techniques for measuring it. Our focus in this work is on problems which present more than one of these facets, a situation in which it is important to di erentiate kinds of uncertainty.
We present a case study on developing a computational language for reasoning with uncertainty, starting with a semantically sound and computationally tractable language and gradually extending it to represent measures of uncertainty, preserving its unambiguous semantic characterisation and computability properties. Our initial language is the language of normal clauses with SLDNF as the inference rule (i.e. the language of pure PROLOG (Kunen 1989) ), which is expressive enough to represent a signi cant portion of rst-order logic, admits computationally tractable implementations, and has a well de ned formal semantics.
We select three speci c facets of uncertainty for our study, which are not exhaustive but cover many situations found in practical problems. These facets are (i) vagueness, which describes the extent to which a non-categorical statement is true -a vague predicate is one which truth-value admits intermediate values between true and false (e.g. the predicate \fat" qualifying the weight of a person); statistics, which describes the likelihood of selecting an element or class of elements belonging to the domain of discourse; and degrees of belief, which describe the belief apportioned to statements represented by sentences in our language.
To each of these facets we associate a speci c measure. We associate fuzzy measures to vagueness (Dubois and Prade 1988) , probabilities on the domain to statistics (Bacchus 1990b ) and probabilities on possible worlds to degrees of belief (Correa da Silva and Bundy 1991 , Nilsson 1986 , Shafer 1976 . The resulting language is semantically sound and computationally tractable, using in its implementation the standard optimisation techniques of ? pruning and caching.
In section 2 we review the main concepts of fuzzy set theory and probability theory which are used throughout the rest of the work. In section 3 we introduce a logic programming language that can treat fuzzy predicates. The language treats negation by nite failure and is sound with respect to completed models. In section 4 we extend this language to deal with probabilities on the domain. The language implements a signi cant subset of the logic L p (Bacchus 1990b) , extended with fuzzy predicates. The logic L p was known to have computable subsets, but we are not aware of any previous implementations of it. In section 5 we introduce the concepts of possible worlds and degrees of belief to the language. These concepts are introduced in a way that brings close relations between the formalism presented here and well-known formalisms like Incidence Calculus (Bundy 1985, Correa da Silva and Bundy 1991) , Probabilistic Logic (Nilsson 1986 ) and the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence (Shafer 1976, Fagin and Halpern 1989a) . Finally, section 7 summarises and concludes this work.
General De nitions
In this section we introduce the concept of fuzzy sets and relations, to be used later in the interpretation of fuzzy sentences, then we review the basic concepts of probability theory and its extensions to fuzzy events.
Fuzzy Measures
A fuzzy membership function measures the degree to which an element belongs to a subset or, alternatively, the degree of similarity between the class (subset) to which an element belongs and a reference class. Formally, a fuzzy subset F of { T(x; 1) = x (boundary condition); { x 1 x 2 ; y 1 y 2 ) T(x 1 ; y 1 ) T(x 2 ; y 2 ) (monotonicity); { T(x; y) = T(y; x) (commutativity); { T(T(x; y); z) = T(x; T(y; z)) (associativity).
The However, not all algebraic properties of set operations are necessarily shared by triangular norms and conorms. In fact, as presented in (Klement 1982) , the only norms and conorms that are also distributive and idempotent -i.e. that obey the following rules: { S(x; T(y; z)) = T(S(x; y); S(x; z)) T(x; S(y; z)) = S(T(x; y); T(x; z)) (distributivity); { T(x; x) = x and S(x; x) = x (idempotency) -are T = min and S = max -known as Zadeh's triangular norms and conorms. Henceforth, in order to keep fuzzy set operations as close as possible to conventional set operations, we adopt the following functions as our extended set operations of intersection, union and complementation:
-intersection: A\B (x) = minf A (x); B (x)g; -union: A B (x) = maxf A (x); B (x)g; -complementation: :A (x) = 1 ? A (x).
These are the most commonly used de nitions of fuzzy set operations. A probability measure on D is a function P : D ! 0; 1] such that (i) P(D) = 1 (total probability); (ii) A \ B = fg ) P(A B) = P(A) + P(B) ( nite additivity).
Probability Measures
As presented in (Fagin and Halpern 1989a) , once P is de ned for 0 D it can be extended to the whole algebra by nite additivity. This is useful as we can specify a probability measure by de ning its value only for the elements of 0 D .
Given two measurable events A; B 2 D , the conditional probability P(AjB) is de ned as: P(AjB) = ( P(A\B) P(B) ; P(B)6 =0 0;
Two measurable events A; B are called independent i P(AjB) = P(A) which, as a corollary, gives that P(A \ B) = P(A) P(B).
The set where -A = A 1 ; :::; A m ], -A i 2 Di , -P i is the probability measure de ned on Di .
Probability measures can be extended to non-measurable events, i.e. sets A j 2 2 D n D . Given D; D and P, we de ne the inner and outer extensions to P (P and P , respectively) as (Dudley 1989 The measures P m and P m can be regarded as approximations from below and from above to the probabilities of non-measurable events: if we could evaluate the probability P m (A), then we would have that P m (A) P m (A) P m (A). Indeed, for measurable events we have that P m (A) = P m (A) = P m (A).
As presented in (Fagin and Halpern 1989b) ,the best approximations we have for conditional probabilities of non-measurable events can be given by the fol- 
Probabilities of Fuzzy Events
A sentence containing vague predicates de nes a fuzzy set of elements of the domain of discourse (or of elements of the cartesian product of members of one of the partitions of the domain of discourse). Hence, if we allow fuzzy predicates in our language we must be prepared to specify the probability of fuzzy events.
In (Klement 1982 ) the concept of algebra is extended to fuzzy sets and in (Piasecki 1988 , Smets 1982 , Turksen 1988 ) the de nition of the probability of a fuzzy event is presented, reputed as originally by L. Zadeh. A fuzzy algebra on D is de ned by analogy with the concept of an algebra. It is a set F D of fuzzy
Given an algebra D and a probability measure P on D , the probability of the fuzzy subset A 2 F D is de ned for every measurable A (i.e. for every A 2 D ), and is given by the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral P F (A) = R D (A)dP >From the computational point of view, we can access upper and lower bounds for this integral, related to the extreme values of the membership func-
These expressions can be extended to the non-measurable cases and to 2 D1 ::: Dm , where D 1 ; :::; D m form a partition of D. Given a non-measurable fuzzy event A, we have:
And for the case of conditional probabilities, we have: P F m (AjB) = The relationship between fuzzy logics and the resolution principle is well established. Since (Lee 1972) , one of the pioneering works in the area, several proposals have been made, aiming at richer languages in respect of both the logical and the fuzzy relations supported. In (Lee 1972 ) the language is limited to de nite clauses (Apt 1987) allowing fuzzy predicates with truth-values always greater than 0.5. The semantics of the relevant connectives is de ned according to Zadeh's triangular norms and conorms and resolution is extended to propagate truth-values in a way that is sound and complete with respect to the Herbrand interpretation of sets of clauses. Several implementations based on (Lee 1972 ) have been proposed, e.g. the ones described in (Hinde 1986 , Ishizuka and Kanai 1985 , Orci 1989 .
More recent developments (Fitting 1988 , Fitting 1990 , Kifer and Subrahmanian 1991 , Shapiro 1983 , Van Emden 1986 have focused on xpoint semantics, either working with de nite programs or approaching the de nition of negation by means other than nite failure. We adopt negation by nite failure in this work, in order to have the more conventional languages which are based on this principle (e.g. pure PROLOG) as proper subsets of our language. This choice is corroborated by the results found in (Turi 1989 , Kunen 1989 , which determine large classes of normal programs with a well-de ned declarative semantics.
Reasoning with Fuzzy Predicates
The language presented here is de ned after (Kunen 1989) . The class of logic programs supported by this language is that of function-free normal programs under restrictions of non-cyclicality, strictness with respect to queries, and allowedness (see de nitions of these terms in (Turi 1989 , Kunen 1989 , Correa da Silva 1992)), and its inference procedure -SLDNF -is known to be sound and complete with respect to the model of the Clark's completion of programs in the language (Kunen 1989 ):
1. Comp(P ) j = i belongs to the success set of P ( R ); 2. Comp(P ) j = : i belongs to the nite failure set of P ( F).
This de nes a rich subset of rst-order logic with a computationally e cient inference procedure and a formally speci ed declarative semantics.
A fuzzy predicate can be de ned by analogy with the concept of fuzzy sets previously presented. The interpretation of predicates can be generalised to a function I(p) : D n ! 0; 1], with the extreme values corresponding to the previous values > and ? (namely, > 1 and ? 0) . This function can be construed as a fuzzy membership function and the logical connectives can be interpreted as fuzzy set operators -`:' corresponding to complementation,`_' corresponding to union,`^' corresponding to intersection, and`$' corresponding to setequivalence. Intuitively, the semantics of a closed formula becomes a \degree of truth", rather than simply one value out of f>; ?g. Let denote this value and T ( ; ) state that \the truth-degree of is ". This evaluation can be made operational using an extended SLDNF (e-SLDNF) procedure, to be related to the model of an extended completion of a program P (e-Comp(P)). We assume that the unit clauses (and only them) in the program express truth-degrees, that is, unit clauses are of the form T (p; ), where > 0:
The extended completion of a program P (e-Comp (P)) is de ned as presented in gure 1. A model for a program containing fuzzy predicates is any interpretation for which every expression ' occurring in e-Comp(P ) has a truth-value > 0.
Two classes of formulae can be identi ed in e-Comp(P ):
{ unit formulae, generated by rule 1 or from the unit clauses occurring in P; and { equivalence formulae, i.e. the remaining ones, all of them containing the connective $.
The connectives occurring in e-Comp(P ) are interpreted according to the truth-functions de ned below:
Assuming that:
{ T ( ; ), and { T ( ; )
We have that:
The completion of a conventional program de nes a unique model for the program. For the extended completion to do the same, a necessary condition is to x the truth-values for the unit clauses occurring in P as values greater than 0. This condition is also su cient, as all the other formulae in e-Comp(P ) -i.e. the equivalence formulae and the unit formulae generated by rule 1 -must have truth-values equal to 1 in the model of the program.
Our notation for logic programs and the e-SLDNF procedure is as follows: The problem of representing and reasoning with statistical knowledge has received some attention recently (Bacchus 1990b , Halpern 1990 ). This problem can be roughly characterised as the problem of being able to represent in a rst-order language terms of the form P x ( ), to be read as \the probability of selecting a vector of instances for the variables in x that make true".
In (Abadi and Halpern 1989) we have the result that the set of valid formulae for rst-order logic containing statistical terms is not recursively enumerable, implying that a complete proof procedure for this logic does not exist. Two different ways of constraining the language to achieve proof-theoretic completeness have been proposed: { in (Bacchus 1990b ) the probability measures are relaxed to non--additive measures, that is, the general probability axiom stating that \the probability of any (in nitely) countable set of pairwise disjoint events equals the sum of the probabilities of those events" is reduced to the case of nite sets of events. Moreover, the measures range on real closed elds (Shoen eld 1967) rather than on real numbers. { in (Halpern 1990 ) the domain of discourse is bounded in size, i.e. it contains a number of elements not greater than a xed N. Our base language to be extended to contain statistical expressions obeys all these constraints: its domain is always nite and of xed cardinality, so it is always bounded in size, -additivity coincides with nite additivity for nite domains and, as we intend to compute probabilities, eld-valued measures are su cient since, as pointed out in (Bacchus 1988) , \computers are only capable of dealing with rational numbers (and only a nite set of them)".
On the other hand, the language introduced here extends the aforementioned results in two senses:
{ we allow the occurrence of fuzzy events, i.e. statistical events that are characterised by fuzzy sets, and { following a line suggested in (Halpern 1990 ), we admit the existence of nonmeasurable events and the consequent need for inner and outer approximations for statistical measures.
Reasoning with Probabilities
Given a program P, the set of solutions with truth-values greater than 0 for a query is always nite. This set also de nes a fuzzy set of tuples of elements of D -the domain of P.
If our language is extended to accommodate the speci cation of probability measures of algebras of a partition of D through their bases, the set of solutions of can be interpreted as a fuzzy event in the appropriate cartesian product of D, and upper and lower bounds can be evaluated for its probabilities using the measure of the corresponding cartesian product algebra.
The language is extended as follows:
{ special unit formulae of the form P(S c ; ) are used to specify probability measures for D, i.e. a collection of expressions of the form P(S c ij ; ij ) is attached to P, where the S c ij form the bases of algebras Di of a partition of D and ij is the probability of S c ij ;
{ some de nitions are implicitly assumed as part of our inference procedure:
the de nitions of the operations of addition (+) and multiplication ( ), of the relations > and =, and of the properties of non-negativity ( 0 P(S c ; )), nite additivity (P( n 1 S c i ; ) P(S c 1 ; 1 ); :::; P(S c n ; n ); = 1 + ::: + n ) and total probability (P(D; 1)).
{ special second-order expressions of the forms P (S; ; ) and P (S; ; ) are introduced, to be read as \the lower and the upper bounds for the probability of having a tuple of instances for the variables in S which satis es are and ".
{ special second-order expressions of the forms P (S; 1 j 2 ; ) and P (S; 1 j 2 ; ) are introduced, to be read as \the lower and the upper bounds for the probability of having a tuple of instances for the variables in S which satis es 1 given 2 are and ".
These expressions are evaluated as follows:
-P (S; ; ) and P (S; ; ):
1. generate K , the nite fuzzy set of tuples of instances of the free variables in which associate a non-zero truth-degree to .
If does not have free variables, K is the singleton set containing the tuple of terms occurring in with its respective truth-degree. If contains free variables, then K is generated by substituting exhaustively each free variable in by elements of D and then selecting the substitutions which generate the desired truth-degrees.
2. generate K S -the projection of K over S: select from the tuple of free variables in those which are also in S, and extract the corresponding tuples of instances from K . Since probabilities are completely de ned by measures on the constants of the language, terms of the forms P (S; ; ), P (S; ; ), P (S; 1 j 2 ; ) and P (S; 1 j 2 ; ) never occur as heads of program clauses. Moreover, these terms only admit truth-degrees in f0; 1g.
A Language Supporting Degrees of Belief

Adding Possible Worlds
The concept of possible worlds has been evoked frequently as a useful device to aid modelling uncertainty (see for example (Bacchus 1990b , Bundy 1985 , Fagin and Halpern 1989a , Nilsson 1986 ). The general idea is the assumption that there is a collection of worlds (or states, or interpretations), each of them assigning di erent truth-values to the formulae in our language. Intuitively, a possible world should be viewed as a conceivable hypothetical scenario upon which we can construct our reasoning.
Given a program P and a set of possible worlds = f! 1 ; :::g, a rigid formula is a formula which is always assigned the same truth-value in all possible worlds.
We assume in our language that, given a program P, each possible world ! i assigns a di erent fuzzy truth-value to the set of unit clauses in P. We assume that the other clauses occurring in P, i.e. that the logical dependency and statistical relations expressed in P, are rigid.
Ideally, we should keep track of every possible world independently, and repeatedly apply the machinery presented in the previous sections for each of them each time we activated P with a query . This procedure becomes computationally intractable as the size of gets bigger (notice that is not even required to be nite. Obviously it would not be possible to keep track computationally of an in nite set of possible worlds). Alternatively, we should be able to calculate singular truth-values like the minimum and the maximum values occurring in for each clause: given a program P with unit clauses of the form T (C i ; i ) and T (C i ; i ) (representing minimum and maximum truth-degrees, respectively), we should be able to derive the values T ( ; ) and T ( ; ) for a query . Table 1 . Truth-degrees in Using the procedure introduced in gure 2 for each possible world separately, the results in Table 2 given at the initial program, thus cannot be derived from it unless we insert additional knowledge to the system. Table 2 . Derived Truth-degrees in Approximate solutions can be obtained for T and T , i.e. we can obtain the valuesT andT , such thatT ( ) T ( ) andT ( ) T ( ) for any query .
It is not di cult to verify that the following recursive rules satisfy these conditions: r p )T (r) =T (p) T ( which obey the desired inequality conditions.
Reasoning with Possible Worlds
The e-SLDNF procedure and the completion e-Comp(P ) presented in section 3 must be changed to accommodate the bounds for the truth-degrees across possible worlds. The completion of P is rede ned as * -Comp(P ) as presented in gure 3. A model for a program P is any interpretation for which every expression occurring in * -Comp(P ) has a value > 0.
In order to rede ne the inference procedure as * -SLDNF we need the following in our notation for the success and nite failure set: { R ; R : R ( ; ) holds i * -SLDNF succeeds, assigning to as a lower bound for its truth-degree; F holds i * -SLDNF fails, assigning = 0 to ; F holds i * -SLDNF fails, assigning = 0 to . * -SLDNF is de ned inductively as presented in gure 4: This language subsumes the one presented in the previous section, having that language as the particular class of programs in which all truth-degrees are rigid.
Probabilities on the Domain with Possible Worlds
Probability evaluations take into account the bounds for truth-degrees across possible worlds. The syntax of the language can be as before for declaring probabilities, but the evaluation procedure must be changed as follows: -P (S; ; ):
1. generate K , the nite fuzzy set of tuples of instances of the free variables in which associate a non-zero lower bound for the truth-degree to .
If does not have free variables, K is the singleton set containing the tuple of terms occurring in with its respective bound for the truth-degree. If contains free variables, then K is generated by substituting exhaustively each free variable in by elements of D and then selecting the substitutions which generate the desired bounds for truth-degrees. If contains free variables, then K is generated by substituting exhaustively each free variable in by elements of D and then selecting the substitutions which generate the desired bounds for truth-degrees.
2. generate K S -the projection of K over S: select from the tuple of free variables in those which are also in S, and extract the corresponding tuples of instances from K .
3. case 1: K S 6 = fg (a) generate the cartesian product algebra and measure of the same arity as the tuples in K S assuming the elements of D to be statistically independent.
(b) generate : = P S i \K S 6 =fg Pm(Si) maxf : (K)= ;K2Si\K S g; Si2 0 D case 2: K S = fg: make = , whereT ( ; ).
-P (S; 1 j 2 ; ) and P (S; 1 j 2 ; ): When the sets ! of possible worlds in which sentences have \non-zero" truthdegrees are measurable, this de nes a straightforward extension of Nilsson's probabilistic logic (Nilsson 1986 ) to deal with fuzzy predicates. If we consider the non-measurable cases, then the language extends the so-called Dempster-Shafer structures Halpern 1989a, Correa da Silva and Bundy 1990) , which are expressive enough to represent what other important mechanisms to represent degrees of belief can represent, such as Dempster-Shafer Belief and Plausibility Measures, Possibilistic Logic Prade 1988, Ruspini 1989) and Incidence Calculus (Bundy 1985, Correa da Silva and Bundy 1991) .
Given expressions of the form B ( ; ) and B ( ; ) for the unit clauses occurring in a program P -where and represent the inner and the outer extensions for the measure B -it is not possible to derive the degrees of belief for all queries on P, unless the statistical dependency among clauses is known (Bundy 1985) . Nonetheless, bounds can be derived for these degrees of belief. For programs without fuzzy predicates, these bounds can be de ned by the following rules (from (Ng and Subrahmanian 1992) In what follows we introduce these concepts into our language.
Reasoning with Probabilities on Possible Worlds
The inference procedure de ned in the previous sections can be extended to deal with degrees of belief. We de ne, in addition to * -SLDNF and * -Comp(P ) previously presented, the procedure and completion rules for evaluating degrees of belief in a program P presented in gures 5 and 6, in which the following notation conventions are adopted:
{ R ( ; ) holds i *-SLDNF succeeds, assigning to as a lower bound for its truth-degree; { R ( ; ) holds i *-SLDNF succeeds, assigning to as an upper bound for its truth-degree;
{ F holds i *-SLDNF fails, assigning = 0 to ; { F holds i *-SLDNF fails, assigning = 0 to . 
Dealing with Conditional Beliefs
We may want to constrain our queries to a speci c set of possible worlds in which a statement is believed to be (to some extent) true. In other words, we may be interested in measuring conditional beliefs on queries.
If we had the values for the inner and outer measures B ( ) and B ( ), we could evaluate conditional beliefs by using the expressions given in (Fagin and Halpern 1989b There has been a lot of debate on which formalism to measure uncertainty is the most general, and many researchers have recently defended the view that there is not a most general formalism but that di erent formalisms are better to measure di erent facets of uncertainty.
In the present work we adopted the latter view. We also avoided the simplication that a single facet of uncertainty should be selected at the end, therefore accepting that multiple measures could have to be considered within a single representation language.
Assuming this point of view, we explored the feasibility of performing automated reasoning about a domain containing more than one facet of uncertainty by (i) selecting three of these facets and their corresponding measures; (ii) incorporating them to a resolution-based, rst-order, clausal theorem prover; and (iii) implementing this theorem prover as a PROLOG meta-interpreter.
An important aspect of any knowledge representation scheme for automated reasoning is having a clearly and rigorously speci ed semantics for its expressions and operations, so we were careful about providing a model theory for our language and guaranteeing the soundness of its inference procedures.
The main expected contribution of this work was the evidential proof that multiple measures of uncertainty are useful in knowledge representation and inference, and that they can (and should) be treated conjointly within a single representation language. Nevertheless, we believe that the language which was constructed and implemented to constitute this proof presents interest in itself as the prototype of a language to implement knowledge-based systems about domains pervaded with uncertainty. With this in mind, we explored some possibilities to improve its computational e ciency in time, which presented some positive results.
One aspect of our language is the variable coarseness of the results it produces. The language is a proper extension to several simpler theorem provers (e.g. Lee's language (1972), Halpern's logic (1990) , the logic Lp (Bacchus 1988 , Bacchus 1990a ), Nilsson's logic (1986) , and when \projected" to one of these languages it produces results at least as precise as those (i.e. if the result is an interval, it is going to be at least as tight as the one produced by the simpler language). In those more complex cases in which the extensions are needed, however, the uncertainty intervals generated by our language grow rapidly in width. It remains as a topic for further research whether we can specify particular classes of problems with special structural properties such that more precise results (i.e. tighter intervals) can be obtained.
Another limitation of the language is the presupposition of a single source of information for a program (i.e. a single agent to assign belief and truth-degrees to expressions), and the consideration of only those problems which can be treated monotonically.It remains as an open question whether a richer language, capable of treating non-monotonicities and multiple agents (which can be independent, partially dependent or totally dependent), can be constructed in such a way that it has a clear declarative semantics and is computationally tractable.
